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Abstract
Imprecise manufacturing processes lead to products which differ in their dimensions and shape. As a
consequence, the product developer has to specify appropriate tolerances to limit these deviations and
thus to ensure the adequate functional and aesthetic quality of the final products. These tolerances,
however, affect several departments of a company, such as manufacturing, technical procurement,
metrology or quality control. Hence, insights gained during tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis
must be documented and visualized in a clear and comprehensive manner toward all departments
involved.
This paper presents an academic recommendation on a comprehensive visualization and
documentation of the results of statistical tolerance simulations, focusing on systems in motion which
underlie different kinds of deviations. These so-called mechanisms demand a more detailed result
visualization than common static (non-moving) systems. The implemented academic tool called
“Tol/Mech–insight” provides a comprehensive result visualization and documentation for tolerance
simulations of mechanisms and may serve as a sufficient basis for decision-making among experts in
various departments.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The omnipresent imperfection of current state-of-the-art manufacturing and assembly processes results
in products whose parts underlie geometrical and dimensional deviations (Wartzack et al., 2011).
Hence, even two products from the same lot – manufactured and assembled in the same plant, under
similar conditions, etc. – will differ in geometry and thus in performance and quality.
Since such random deviations are inevitable, the product developer has to accept the fact that each
artifact of a single part will contain underlies deviations (Sander and Wartzack, 2011; Walter et al.,
2014). As a consequence, the responsibility arises for the product developer to analyze the effects of
deviations and, if required, to limit these deviations by specifying certain tolerances. However, the
corresponding "tolerance management" activities are not very popular among product developers and
designers (Krogstie et al., 2015). Even worse, upcoming generations of engineers and designers will
be not qualified enough, since "courses on tolerance design have been gradually removed from
university curriculums" (Watts, 2007). The consequences may be catastrophic.
Excessive tightening of tolerances (e.g., due to an individual's pursuit of safety) causes dramatic
increases in manufacturing costs. On the other hand, larger tolerances may reduce the corresponding
manufacturing costs, but can lead to functional problems, significantly higher scrap rates as well as
decreased customer satisfaction and even sinking reputation. Recently, an example from the
automotive industry impressively illustrated the relevance of tolerances and the corresponding
consequences for a company's success. In 2014 General Motors announced the recall of 8.4 million
cars to correct an issue with the ignition switch (General Motors LLC, 2014). This recall gained huge
attention in both national and international media. The effects on their reputation and financial
situation were dramatic. Fortune (2014) reported an 86% drop in GM's profit compared with the same
quarter in 2013. The said quarter in 2014 has been the worst quarterly result since GM emerged from
bankruptcy. In a letter to the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, GM stated that “a
tolerance stack up condition exists between components internal to the cylinder which will allow some
keys to be removed” (General Motors LLC, 2014). Therefore, in the authors' opinion, tolerance
management as well as robust design methods (Eifler et al., 2013; Krogstie et al. 2014; Krogstie,
2015) are highly recommended to the design departments of companies worldwide.
Nevertheless, it must be stated that tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis are first and foremost
methods which should be in the hands of qualified and well-trained tolerance engineers. However,
tolerances affect several departments of a company, such as manufacturing, assembly process
planning, technical procurement, metrology, quality control, customer service, and maintenance.
Consequently, insights gained during tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis must be documented
and visualized in a clear and comprehensive manner toward all involved departments (Krogstie et al.,
2015). The authors claim that an appropriate, objective, intuitive and easy-to-use documentation and
visualization of the results is essential for successful tolerance management and thus for fruitful
discussions among involved departments in industrial practice and academics.
This paper's contribution to the current state of the art is seen in an academic recommendation on a
comprehensive visualization and documentation of the results of statistical tolerance analysis and
tolerance synthesis. The tolerance engineer is henceforth able to provide detailed, but still
comprehensive, result visualization and documentation for tolerance simulations, which may serve as
an appropriate basis for decision-making among experts from various departments of a company. The
paper focuses on the results of tolerance analyses and tolerance syntheses of systems in motion which
underlie different kinds of deviations. These so-called mechanisms are highly complex systems which
require more detailed result visualization than common static (non-moving) systems. Henceforth, the
visualization is referred to as Tol/Mech – insight.
The current status on result visualization and documentation of tolerance simulations is discussed in
section 2. Afterwards, the motivation of this work is detailed (section 3). The final visualization tool
will be presented in section 4, while a closer view on selected features is given in section 5. The paper
closes with a discussion of Tol/Mech – insight and future research activities.
2

STATUS OF TOLERANCE ANALYSIS RESULT VISUALIZATION

The majority of existing works on tolerance management deal with methods and tools in one way or
another (Krogstie et al., 2015). The visualization and documentation of results is hardly discussed in
publications (Krogstie, 2015). Current software solutions on statistical tolerance analysis only provide
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basic techniques for results representation, neglecting both essential and helpful information. A
common result report of tolerance analysis includes:
– A histogram plot of the resulting frequency distribution of the relevant functional key
characteristic (which is investigated in the tolerance analysis) (Figure 1, left)
– Additional parameters which further specify the resulting frequency distribution of the relevant
functional key characteristic (such as Six-Sigma-Level, scrap rate, cp and cpk)
– List of the so-called contributors; these quantify the contribution of each tolerance to the
resulting tolerance of the functional key characteristic (Ziegler et al., 2012) (Figure 1, right)
A fictive result report, which can be found on desks in design departments, is detailed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Common result report (frequency plot of FKC and statistical contributors) that can
be generated with commercial Computer Aided Tolerancing tools (CAT).

These compact result reports may be sufficient for the responsible tolerance engineer to evaluate the
given tolerance design, since they have the required background knowledge on the simulation's
motivation, the considered non-ideal system and the corresponding tolerance problem. However, the
authors (and probably also the reader) have experienced that experts from other departments in
industry (and sometimes even tolerance engineers after a few weeks) have significant problems in
understanding result reports and in establishing a holistic view of the tolerance problem and detailed
results. Hence, comprehensive decision-making in an interdisciplinary team is not possible. So it is
hardly surprising that tolerance management is still not part of management initiatives in industry.
3

MECHANISMS – ARISING CHALLENGES IN TOLERANCE DESIGN

The more complex the tolerance problem, the more data and information is needed to establish a
comprehensive result report. This paper focuses on mechanisms which underlie different kinds of
deviations (Walter et al., 2013). On the one hand, random deviations (such as the variation of the
diameter of a drilled hole) cause a variation of functional key characteristics (FKCs). On the other
hand, systematic deviations result in a mean shift of the FKC's frequency distribution (e.g.,
deformation, wear, thermal expansion).
Furthermore, mechanisms are time-variant systems. Their motion behavior, and thus the relevant
FKCs (which are investigated in tolerance analyses), is usually time-dependent. Hence, commonly
used result visualization techniques are not sufficient for tolerance analysis of mechanisms, since timedependencies are neglected. Moreover, designers and tolerance engineers are more commonly faced
with the specification of tolerances (tolerance synthesis) rather than tolerance analysis (Chase and
Greenwood, 1988). However, result visualization in tolerance management merely covers basic
tolerance analysis results. The results of a tolerance synthesis of mechanisms are currently not
satisfactorily included in existing visualizations and result reports.
4

TOL/MECH – INSIGHT: DOCUMENTATION AND RESULT VISUALIZATION
OF TOLERANCE SIMULATIONS OF MECHANISMS

The results documented and visualized with Tol/Mech – insight for this paper were gained in a
statistical tolerance analysis and a tolerance-cost-optimization (cost-driven tolerance allocation) of a
time-dependent mechanism which underlies both random manufacturing-caused deviations and
systematic deviations (deformation, thermal expansion, wear, mobility of parts). The comprehensive
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walk-through of the underlying tolerance simulations is detailed in a step-by-step procedure in Walter
et al. (2015). The basic structure of Tol/Mech – insight and the corresponding four tabs are shown in
Figures 2–5 (Tab 1 & 2 cover visualization; Tab 3 & 4 cover documentation). Selected features
of Tol/Mech – insight are highlighted and further discussed in section 5.

Figure 2. Tol/Mech – insight: Tab 1 – Documentation of the initial tolerance design and
visualization of the results (investigated in a tolerance analysis of initial tolerance design).

The first tab details the resulting effects of the initially-defined manufacturing tolerances on the
mechanism's FKC. Therefore, the time-variant frequency distribution of the FKC is shown in a threedimensional histogram plot. The abbreviations LSL and USL correspond to the lower and upper
specification limits of the FKC. Furthermore, the contribution of each deviation to the resulting
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situation is quantified: the statistical contributors quantify the significance of each random tolerance
for the FKC's variation, whereas the contribution of each systematic deviation to the resulting mean
shift of the FKC's frequency distribution is quantified by the so-called mean shift contributors. Finally,
the resulting manufacturing costs as well as their allocation are given. Furthermore, the second tab
(Figure 3) details the results of a statistical tolerance-cost-optimization. A concept sketch as well as a
3D-CAD model of the mechanism (including features "zoom" and "rotation") are visible in each tab.

Figure 3. Tol/Mech – insight: Tab 2 – Comparison of i) resulting probability distributions of
the FKC, ii) resulting manufacturing costs, and iii) cost allocation of the initial tolerance
design (as seen in Tab 1) and the optimized tolerance design, which was identified using
the statistical tolerance-cost-optimization methodology from Walter et al., (2015).
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The third tab "Information on demonstrator" (Figure 4) provides essential information to fully
understand the considered mechanism, its function and functional requirements as well as the random
and systematic deviations. Furthermore, the users of Tol/Mech – insight have access to the
mathematical background (Tab 4, Figure 5) to comprehend the tolerance engineer's modelling
decisions and the underlying simulation procedures as well as the mathematical circumstances which
finally lead to the detailed results.

Figure 4. Tol/Mech – insight: Tab 3 – Documentation of essential information on the
demonstrator mechanism, the functional relation and the systematic deviations: deformation
of the cross-beam; thermal expansion of the upper red box; time-variant wear between the
lower blue box and the base part as well as mobility caused by the crank mechanism's
kinematic.
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Figure 5. Tol/Mech – insight: Tab 4 – Documentation of applied mathematical methods and
definition of the individual parameter settings: Sensitivity analysis (Determination of
statistical contributors), tolerance-cost-models (required to establish the optimization's
objective function) and numerical optimization technique (used to identify the cost-optimal
tolerance design).

5

DETAILED VIEW OF SELECTED FEATURES

5.1 Time-dependent frequency distribution of the FKC
The most relevant result of a tolerance simulation is the frequency distribution of the considered FKC
which is essential to evaluate the fulfilment of given functional requirements. However, the time-
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dependence of mechanisms results in constantly changing deviation effects on FKCs during the
mechanisms' motion. Hence, the time-dependent frequency distribution of the FKC is illustrated in a
three-dimensional histogram-plot (third axis: parameter "time") with the given requirements toward
the FKC (lower and upper specification limits) (Stuppy et al., 2010). Tol/Mech – insight provides
such histograms:
– on the first tab to visualize the effects of the initial tolerance design (which may be taken from
existing drawings, general tolerances, or in-house databases, etc.) on the FKC. (Figure 2, Box
"Initial tolerance design").
– on the second tab to visualize both the effects of the initial tolerance design and the optimized
tolerance design, which was identified by means of a statistical tolerance-cost-optimization.
Moreover, both histograms are arranged side by side and thus allow an easy and
comprehensive comparison of the two different tolerance designs. (Figure 3; Box "Initial
tolerance design" and Box "Optimized tolerance design").
Furthermore, the three-dimensional histogram plots in Tol/Mech – insight can be modified using
"zoom" and "rotation" features and are accompanied by each tolerance designs' individual scrap rate
(in %). Hence, the tolerance engineer is able to evaluate the resulting FKC and thus to identify
potential critical tolerance designs and situations by means of the time-dependent frequency
distributions.
5.2 Quantification of the time-dependent contribution of deviations
As already stated in section 3, the so-called contributors quantify the contribution of each deviation to
the resulting FKC. Since the parts of a mechanism underlie both random and systematic deviations,
two different contributions are required:
– The "statistical contributor" quantifies the percentage contribution of each random deviation
to the resulting variation of the FKC. Several methods exist on calculating these contributors,
which are summarized under the term "Sensitivity analysis". However, most of these methods
basically go back to the quotient of the variance of the i-th random tolerance to the resulting
variance of the FKC. A detailed description of the used variance-based sensitivity analysis
EFAST as well as relevant parameter settings can be found in Tab 3 (Box: "Statistical
contributor analysis").
– The "mean shift contributor" quantifies the value (here in mm) of the systematic deviations
during the mechanism's motion. The used demonstrator is affected by four systematic
deviations (elastic deformation, thermal expansion, wear and mobility), which accumulate to a
time-dependent mean shift of the FKC. Further insights on each systematic deviation as well as
on their mathematical modelling and integration into the functional relation are given in Tab 3
(Box: "Information on demonstrator").
The contributors are highly relevant information for the tolerance engineer so that they can improve
the current tolerance design toward lower scrape rates, decreasing manufacturing costs, etc. These can
be found in Tab 1 (Figure 2; Box "Statistical contributors") For instance, tolerances with high
statistical contributors have significant effects on the FKC's variation and thus on the scrap rate.
Consequently, a reduction of the scrap rate can be efficiently achieved by tightening these largely
contributing tolerances. On the contrary, tolerances that have minor significance in their statistical
contribution may be increased to reduce the corresponding manufacturing costs.
5.3 Manufacturing cost allocation and corresponding tolerance-cost-relations
Finally, the effects of tolerancing on the corresponding manufacturing costs are highly relevant for the
tolerance engineer as well as several different departments of a company. In consequence, the
resulting total manufacturing costs of both the initial tolerance design and the optimized tolerance
design are given in Tab 1 and Tab 2. Moreover, each design's individual cost allocation on the
specified random tolerances is illustrated by side by side pie charts on Tab 2.
The dependence between the tolerances and the resulting costs are usually formulated by so-called
tolerance-cost-relations (Andolfatto et al., 2014). Common models assume a reciprocal or reciprocalsquared dependence between the tolerance and the fixed manufacturing costs and each tolerance's
individual costs (Sutherland and Roth, 1975). The table in Tab 4 (Box: "Tolerance-Cost-relations")
of Tol/Mech – insight documents the relevant parameters for each tolerance's tolerance-costrelation(s), also taking into account alternative manufacturing processes.
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Finally, the tolerance-cost-relations are illustrated in Tab 2 (Box: "Tolerance-Cost-Relations"), as
these are essential to formulate the objective function of the tolerance-cost-optimization and thus to
identify the cost-optimal tolerance design. Furthermore, the "positions of the random tolerances on the
cost-relations" are highlighted with boxes (initial tolerance design) and triangles (optimized tolerance
design). Hence, the tolerance engineer can comprehend the optimization algorithm's recommendations
on tightening or increasing individual tolerances.
5.4 Establishment of the functional relation between FKC and the deviations
The formulation of the functional relation is the first step in both tolerance analyses and tolerance
syntheses (Klein, 2007; Walter et al., 2011). This relation describes the mathematical dependencies
between the FKC and all random and systematic deviations of the considered mechanism. Therefore,
at first a closed vector chain is established (Spruegel et al., 2014). Afterwards, the terms of the four
systematic deviations must be replaced by appropriate mathematical models which approximate the
physical behavior of the mechanism's parts, such as elastic deformation due to external
loads. Tol/Mech – insight provides a complete mathematical background as well as corresponding
sketches with additional parameters in Tab 3 (Figure 4).
6

CLOSING WORDS

Appropriate result visualization and documentation of statistical tolerance simulations is essential
providing a sufficient and reliable basis for decision-making and preserving gained knowledge.
Moreover, comprehensive and easy-to-understand result visualization and documentation may help
tolerance management to move upstream and to gain
– i) more acceptance among involved departments,
– ii) an expanding range of applications, and
– iii) larger attention among industrial management and decision-makers.
However, currently existing methods on tolerance simulation and commercially available tools hardly
meet the given requirements – in particular when considering the effects of random and systematic
deviations on the motion behavior of time-dependent mechanisms.
In this paper, a graphic user interface called Tol/Mech – insight has been presented, which covers
both the visualization of the results of tolerance analysis as well as tolerance synthesis and the
documentation of relevant information concerning the mechanism, deviations, and used mathematical
methods and tools. To achieve this, the first and second tab give the user a detailed look at the effects
of tolerances – before (Tab 1) and after a cost-optimal tolerance allocation (Tab 2). The remaining tabs
(Tab 3 & 4) provide the essential background on i) the demonstrator system and ii) the mathematical
methods which enable the product developer to understand fully the given tolerance situations and
carry out the underlying tolerance simulations, which achieve reproducible and thus robust as well as
reliable results.
Nevertheless, it must be stated that even the best visualization and documentation concept may be
worthless if it is not accepted and used in industrial practice. As a consequence, the authors aim to
attract the concept of Tol/Mech – insight to students and young graduates. This may attract further
interest in design departments in manufacturing industry in the future. Moreover, the tolerancing
engineering and the product development research communities may gain further insights into both the
acceptance and the handling of the academic visualization and documentation tool in the tolerance
engineer's everyday work.
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